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The Marine Corps Unified Materiel Management system (MUMMS) la an
Integrated system of centralised supply management that is designed to satlafy all
Internal and external Marine Corps requirements by utilising modern management
and automatic data processing techniques at a single inventory control point and
several remote storage activities. Moreover, it is fully compatible with all
standardised requirements of the Department of Defense; such as. Military
Standard Requisitioning and issue Procedures, Military Standard Transaction
Reporting and Accounting Procedures, Military Supply and Transportation
Evaluation Procedures, Military Standard Transportation and Movement
Procedures; and, further, with Defense Supply Agency and Mechanisation of
Warehousing and Shipment Processing.
Although the Marine Corps Unified Materiel Management System has
only been in operation since May 1,1967, this paper entails a complete examination
of the processes and procedures by which the system operates. The purpose of
this research project is to determine to what extent the system is living up to
its mission of supply support effectiveness. The system's effectiveness as s
management information system will also be evaluated.
The major question considered by this paper is, "Is MUMMS an effective
materiel management system and an effective management information system?"
In considering this question several subsidiary questions must be answered,
such as what effect has MUMMS had on inventory control procedures? What
effect has MUMMS had on procurement policies and procedures? What effect
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Thla paper deala primarily with MUMMS operations at tba Inventory
Control Point (Marine Corps Supply Activity. niisdelphla, i ennsylvania) and
Headquarters Marine Corps. Washington, District of Columbia, research of
the major and aubeidiary questions attempts to evaluate the effectiveness of
MUMMS operationally and as a supply management Information system.
Prior to my attending the Navy Postgraduate Financial Management I rogram.
1 was stationed at the Marine Corps Supply Activity, i mladelphia, i-enneylvania,
where I held the billet of Head, Budget Keporte and statistics branch, Office of
the Comptroller. 2 uring this two year period I had the opportunity to be in on
the ground floor of system design and teating. The ayatem waa one
operational upon my departure.
I am indebted to many people responsible directly for the system
of MUMMS, not only for the invaluable information furoiehed ana, but for their
aahttsafl attitude in furnishing information for sisalng the effectiveness of the
system. I want to express particular appreciation to Mr. Thomas J. McFaddea,
Assistant Comptroller, Marine Corps Supply Activity, Philadelphia. Peaasylvanla
for bia aseistanoe. and to Merle Perry for her editing and typing.
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The Marino Corps distribution system comprises all actions required
in the acquisition* availability, and disposal of materiel assets of the Marine
Corps, Total system responsiveness requires contributions by elements of
Headquarters Marine Corps, the inventory control point, and the primary and
specialised remote storage activities. The sdmlnistratlve functions and tasks
required in the operations of this distribution system are organised into the
sixteen subsystems of MUMMS, These subsystems are:
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is Depot Maintenance Management
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\)£. Marine Corps, Introduction Manual, MCC P4400.70, June 28, 1*66,
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Identifier ^uusysusin . ame
13 Controlled Item Manageeseet
14 Bssgst L»ata
15 Special ro^rama
16 Supply Uanegeaaeet Informal
17 . utorr' atr-d llotrnent ImhMi
Inventory Control Point
The Inventory control point ia the central eupply proceeaing point for the
Marine Corps distribution ayatem. It la located at the Marine Corps Supply
Activity, Philadelphia, I eunaylvania. It executes that phase of military logistics
that controls the Input availability, and disposal of materiel under its cognisance;
sad exercleee technical direction over the operation of the Marine Corps supply
distribution system.
Control i-oint
The alternate inventory control point was established in order to
the continuous support of Marine Corps organisations. It aasumea the responsibility
to parfarm the inventory control point machine propassing functions in the event
the inventory control point is rendered incapable of performing all or part of
its total responsibilitiea by reason of toss of electrical power, machine failure,
or other reasons. The alternate inventory control point is located at the Msrine
Corps Supply Center Albany, Georgia, equipment conflgurstion (13M MO series










The relationship of the sixteen subsystems with other Marine ^orps and
r epartment of Defense systems is shown in Figure 1 on page 4. The inventory
oontrol point and the remote storage activities are linked by the oemmurl cation
sstwork called AUTODI*. The Marine Corps distribution system is also linked
te Defense Supply Agency activities, such as the Defense Logistics Services
C enter, defense supply centers, defense contract admislstratioo services regions,
sod other military service Installations by AUTODIN. The sixteen subsystems
of MUMMS are operated as one integrated aystssa. Data in each subsystem is
available to the other subsystems for use in preparation of reports and documents .
AUTODIN interface provides the capability for a military command to
drop a panahart card requisition in the onsinMMlualliiii terminal, and the data
pastel iurt therein will be transferred electronically over AUTODIN to the
inventory control point, processed through the computer, and the order for
automatically passed vis AUTODIN to the remote storage activities
the requisitioned item is picked, packed, and shipped.
Customers' requisitions are transmitted directly to the inventory control
vis mail, message, or AUTODIN , as appropriate . The requisition is procaasad
in the Inventory control point computer. If the materiel is available, a materiel
relesss order is transmitted to a remote storage activity for furnishing of
the materiel. At the same time, any necessary status is furnished the oustovnsr
by the inventory control point. When the materiel is picked, packed, and turned
ever to the transportation element, the remote storage activity transmits a
materiel release confirmation to the Inventory control point.
la produced. If rapist art is Iks requisition, uequiaitlon
is shown In Figure i on pegs 5.
4
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Figure 2.- REQUISITION PROCESSING
Source: U.S. Marine Corps. Introduction Manual. MCO P4400.70, June 28, 1966.

If the materiel requested on a material release order is not available at
the remote storage activity, the remote storage activity transmits a materiel
release denial to the inventory control point for further supply action. If only
a partial quantity is available, the rsmsts storage activity ships the partial
quantity to the customer, and furnishes a materiel release denial to the inventory
control point for the quantity denied and a confirmation for the quantity 11sued,
upon receipt of the materiel release denial, the inventory control point computer
prepares exception status for the customer, if requested, and continues action to
supply the materiel from another remote storage activityor through procurement.
Asset Segmentation on the Computer accord
Assets are sagwisntad on toe central computer record by purpose, condition,
and location. They may also be segmented on the remote storage area item
locator file by ownership. Materiel is not physically sgsisirtert In storage,
however.
This system provides for various types of inquiries and replies. Inquiries
may be submitted by a customer, from a subsystem or file within a subsystem
to an item or project manager or from an item or project manager to a suosystom
or file within a subsystem. Sets of data within a subsystem file are Identified
by codes. This allows the computer to furnish only the data requested by the
laqelry. Replies may be output as cards or printed reports.
mputer Processing Concepts
Input enters the computer through AUTOLlN, card, tape, and remote
devices and is accepted immediately, riority input transactions are processed
immediately, while routine ones are deferred to standby status in the computer
§
U.8. Marine Corps. Introduction Manual. flSCO .4400.70, June 28. IMi.
p. H-01-6.
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for scheduled processing. Transactions for certain subsystems are deferred
for scheduled processing during dally file maintenance. All input is edited for
completeness and validity; then, it is processed in the appropriate routine.
Rejects are returned Immediately to the originator.
Output Is transmitted through AUTODIK, card, tape, and remote devices.
Each AUTGDIN transmission requires a header and trailer record and may
contain from one to five hundred transactions. The central processor must
prepare the AUTODIK records automatically and be able to transmit AUTGDIN
output immediately as generated.
Twelve hours are assigned to inventory and stores on-line processing.
During this period, input to Inventory and stores is processed immediately
while input for all other subsystems Is queued for cyclic processing. Other
subsystems may be scheduled and processed as time permits and inventory and
stores are not Jeopardized. A manufacturer's part number to federal stock
number cross reference table is maintained on-line with the inventory and
a
stores files.
Four hours are assigned to inventory and stores file maintenance processing.
During this period, the inventory and stores subsystem master files undergo
a maintenance process. The process includes such things as reviewing stock
levels for replenishment, posting changes, and reviewing allpending or suspended
transactions and control code dates to determine if followup action is required.
Processing of input must be suspended during the file maintenance run; but,
if any input is received via AUTODIK during this period, the computer has
the capacity to receive, identify, and queue it. If input is identified as having
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interruption occurs long enough to obtain ami forward status to the requisitions*;
sad the transaction will than be ausosd lor immediate nrocissiiua noon oosssietloa
of the file maintenance run.
•even hours are available for cyclic processing of subsystems other
than inventory and stores. During this period, input to Inventory and stores is
processed if time is available without interfering with the cyclic processing.
If time is not available, the inventory and stores input is queued. If the priority
dictstes, however, the cyclic processing is interrupted; and the priority input
is proosssod in time to meet the Uniform Military Issue Priority
One hour is reserved for preventive maintenance) on the computer by
contractor engineers. The entire period is not normally required for this purpose,
and may be omitted on some days if the workload should require. The contractor
fssjuires five and one-half hours per week for preventive maintenance. Laily
sroosMlftf commences as soon as preventive maintenance is completed.
The processing may be in effect seven days s week if the workload rtannnse
it; but, normally, on Saturdays and Sundays, processing is restricted to priority
transactions for the inventory and stores subsystems which have timeframes
their being queued until Monday. This period is also available for
any cyclic processing which could not he sooosiBilaHsd during the regular
7
Command elaiiooships
The Commanding General. Marine Corps Supply Activity, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania ia designated as the Commander of the Marine Corps Inventory
control point, and, in addition to having all Mossls of command over the inventory
7
Ibid. p. A-02-3.
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control point, exercises technical direction over the remote storage activity.
£ach remote storage activity is a part of the base at which It is located. The
commander of a base having a remote storage activity has all aspects of command
over the activity except in the area of technical direction.
Under the concept of MUMMb, remote storage activities are an Integral
part of the Marine Corps supply system. To ensure system effectiveness, close
adherence to the following provisions is mandatory;
All officials charged with command, area coordination,
or primary support responsibilities, shall discharge their
responsibilities with due regard for the system-wide
aspects of support efforts where service-wide system
control responsibilities have been assigned. Lxamples
are: the Naval Communication System, the Navy and
Marine Corps Supply Systems, and the Navy Enlisted
Personnel Distribution System. 8
The base commanders and the Inventory control point commander maintain
close liaison regarding base support requirements (including plans, programs,
and special or unanticipated requirements) affecting the remote storage activities
capability to perform its system-wide supply responsibilities. These commanders
mutually resolve any problems that arise in this area, when mutual agreement
cannot be achieved, the matter is forwarded to the Commandant of the Marine
Corps for resolution.
Funding of remote storage activity operations is accomplished by the
allotment of funds by theCommandant of the Marine Corps to the bass commander.
The inventory control point keeps each remote storage activity informed of
any significant planned changes in operations that will affect operations and
maintenance budget requirements for civilian personnel— funds for travel,
organic supplies, preservation and packaging materials, etc. base commanders.
In developing and submitting their operations and maintenance budgets, segment
a
Navy General Order 19, para. 8.
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10
thai portion relating to remote storage activity operations and forward a copy
of the segmented portion to the leteater/ oontroi point. The inveaterj control
point renews such budgets for lystenj impact and submits oommonts, il
to the remote storage activity and the commandant of the Marine
The Commandant of the Marine Corps assign* missions to
accomplishment of those missions. The rssaete storage activities aaay
prepestd ehenges in mission and functional assignments. Sue
forwarded to the Commandant of the Marine Corps for approval, via the
control point. The inventory control point reviews the proposals tor supply
Impact and standardisation and forwards them with appropriate
t, with a copy to the appropriate remote storage activity.
The Tables of organisation for remote storage activities, reflecting
organisational structure and personnel allowances, are a matter for resolution
uetwaon the base commander of a base having a remote storage activity and the
Comsftsndant of the Marine Corps. Ihe inventory control point
storage activity informed of any significant planned changes is operations
that may affect the remote storage activities* Table of Organisation requirements.
rtemote steraga activities ooudect appropriate work masse.
i
1 ssissf piogi asaa.
-ach remote storage activity collects, analyzes, and applies the data generated
by these programs for improved internal manpower control and utilisation.
The inventory control point monitors the rssaete storage sctivity prus/assg,
9
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evaluate* the reports for supply system impact; end submits eessassnts, if
warranted, to the remote storage activity and the Commandant of the Marine
Corps. The inventory control point also utilizes data provided by reports,
supplemented as necessary ay other requested data, to catoritie the factors
for cost to hold, cost to order, coat to enter an item into the system, and coat
to maintain an item In the system.
The Inventory control point maintains close surveillance over all system
slssasnfii to evaluate and improve supply system effectiveness. The inventory
control point furnishes field assistance to the remote storage activities and
recommends or initiates corrective action when warranted. The remote storage
activities review and analyse internal efficiency and cooperate closely with the
Inventory control point in the development and maintenance of optimum supply
system effectiveness.
The inventory control point develops and [iiiwmlishis the requirements
for supply system-wide reports and reporting systems, to include the needs
for management information at the inventory control point and the remote
storags activities, and incorporates reports as directed by the Commandant of
the Marine Corps and higher echelons. The inventory control point reviews
and analyses all reporta to pinpoint problem areas and recommends or initiates
corrective action when warranted. The remote storage activities also review
and analyse their Internal reports, and such system-wide reports as they receive,
to pinpoint local or system-wide problem areas.
The inventory control point translates the approved supply policy of the
Commandant el the Marias Corps and the basic system assies Into detailed
sj stems end proceduree for the stores ssgsisid of the Marine corps supply
11
These systems and prooedsres are based en the system design sad
11
Ibid, p. A-04-4.
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programming for computer processing. The computer program* developed by
the inventory control point ere accomplished at the remote storage activities
as established without change, unless proposals for revision, submitted to the
inventory control point are approved. The inventory control point continuously
evaluatee the effectiveness of the computer programs sad initiates corrective
action when required. The Inventory control point and the remote stutags
activities mutually resolve any time sossdutss lor computer nrecesslin at the
remote storage activities for system ccmpsttoility. The remote storage acti/ltiee
may use their computer capability for other requirements at such time as there
is no conflict with supply system processing.
The Inventory control point accomplishes system-wide stores aooow/wiag
for stock fund snd appropriation stores items and mstntsins the general Itigsre
for the stock fund snd the appropriation stores accounts. The inventory control
point prepares and submits reports to the Commandant of the Marine Corps
relative to stock fund and appropriation stores account items, snd financial
transactions for principal in-use items. It further prepares and submits budget
and financial plans to the Commandant of the Marine Corps for all
fund and appropriation stores account materiel procured by the inventory
control point. The inventory control point also accumulates data required to
assist the Commandant of the Marine Corps in evaluating field budget submissions
The inventory control point provides professional advice, guidance, or
to the remote storage activities In administrative and functional
U
areas. It provides all required cataloging services (stock numbering,
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13
repository of technical data that will provide for indexing, storage, retrieval,
and maintenance of engineering drawings and related data for all Marine corps
items, which are available to the remote storage activities on request. Further,
in addition to the computer-produced reports that have be*
MUMMS, the inventory control point produces such additional
information reports as may be needed and requested by the remote storage
activities.
Summary
This chapter has presented an overview of MUMMS operating procedures,
computer concepts, and command relationship between the inventory control
point and the remote storage activities. Chapters II through IX devote themselves
to an examination and appraisal of each independent subsystem within MUMMS.
ir dobtm «£caa!l
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INVis-NTOKY CONTROL
The Inventory control subsystem provides central control of stocks,
receipts, end requirements. Inherent is the ability to segment the Inventory
In the central computer record by purpose, condition, project, and location;
oontrol the issue, pass, and backorder routines; produce statue far the customer
sntematic&lly; forecast demand; compute stock levels and attain requirements.
and allow the managers to identify requirements from initial plaiiwag to ultliaasa
Tee Eternal Triangle
The Marine Corps Unified Materiel Management System (MUMMfa) recognises
s predominant triangle of parties to the business of supply. They are, first and
duremeef, the customer; second, the item manager; and third, the project manager.
The yetetn was designed primarily to ocomeeati these parties, others are
also served with various shares of data and performance, out these three stand
out.
2
The cwurtni—r is anyone who receives materiel or euulienset from the
distribution system* Be Is usually an organised unit; but he may be an individual.
"Item manager" is not a generic term used for lack of a better word.
It is a person- a living, breathing person - who has s great deal of responsibility
H'.S. Marine Corps. Introduction Manual. MCO 4400.70, June 28, IMS.
p. s-01-a.
2
U.S. Marine Corps. Inventory Control Manual. MCO P4400.72, October 4,
1966, p. 3-01-1.
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and necessarily a proportionate amount of capability. The Inventory control
subsystem gives the item manager a streamlined system, the most advanced
data processing support, and the widest range of control possible to help him
manage his items because that is precisely what he must do manage, tie must
know what his items are; where they come from; where they are; what condition
they are in; why there are so many in each location: where they are going;
what other items they relate to; and what can happen if they are not where
they are needed.
The project manager, like the item manager, is interested in items, but
from a different viewpoint. The project manager is just that - a manager of a
project or of several projects. Typical projects which he might be responsible
for are a new end item coming into the system, a particular government furnished
material contract, a scheduled repair project, a family of weapons, or a weapons
system. He spends much of his time gathering information, planning schedules,
and checking on others to see that things get done.
Management by Exception
Management by exception in its simplest terms means that the majority
of business goes along routinely by Itself, while close attention is paid only
3
to problems. It is an admirable approach, but seldom really followed. What
usually happens is that problem situations are carefully identified, and then
everyone concerned staggers along under a load of computer-produced reports
which tell about those situations and what the computer has dons with them.
The difficulty lies in being truly selective in deciding what is to be handled
as exceptions. Many organisations which espouse the exception technique have













or an end item Is out of stock, or s requisition needs to be
supply source, each of these situations might appear ospoptfornl
Is em environmental vacuum. However, in the day* to* day beetle of aotesi
all of these situations asd hundreds note are perfectly
The system designers of the Marine corps Unified Materiel Mi
System have seriously Hews/ted to envision the item manager in a real-life
situation. They have tried to design for him, i nmputer summit and procedures
which are realistic and practical. The main maxim has been to give the item
manager only the problems which the computer cannot handle. I his ippressh
allows the item manager to concentrate on taw reel exceptions while the iineuputsr
is handling the routine owes. Many performance counters are built which are
to produce reports telling how the computer is doing with flat majority
of the business. In addition, the ismputir sad files are accessible if there is
4
Control
Identifying exception- and reporting them to the item manager is one thing;
giving him the means to do something about them is quite another. The item
at the inventory control point is rooeomuhlt far all of his items in the
Be may allow sesse of his items to be stocked in direct support-type
outlets which are super rlied by personnel in the remote storage activities, and
he may even decontrol aesss of those stock for local procurement, but the
ultimate risfinsslbiilty for geed supply support of his items is still his. The
balance of this chapter will be devoted to the various means given the item
ae much control aa he
4
Ibid. p. B-01-*.
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Distribution Patterns
basic distribution patterns are provided In the ijitw which are
to obtain the ensed flexibility to respond to fluctuating Department
of Defense and internal policies. The echelon code Is used to determine which
distribution pattern is desired on an item. The Inventory control point
the pattern to he used for each item In the system except foj
Marine Corps sponsored items.
For echelon code 1 items, a system-wide pattern ia used. All system-wide
stock is mads available routinely, if needed, to any customer. Stock levels are
based on its share of the total system Inmsnd
For echelon code i items a coastal pattern is used. Support is provided on
a coastal complex basis (east and west). All stock in a complex ts made available
routinely, if needed, to any oustsmor in that complex; out stock in oss complex
is sot mods available routinely to a customer Is another complex, Ithough it
may be mode available on an exception basis. Stock levels are based on complex
demand, i-.ach remote storage activity receives stock, bssed on its share of the
total i nwnilsi demand.
For echelon cods S items a restricted pattern ia normally used. I base
items require "materiel planning study" minafement, and the riuoiremenfi
determiustion, or procurement, or issue approval is retained by Ilesdouarters
Marine Corps, Support is normally from the supply center remote terete activity
function*, regardless of demand.
For echelon code 4 Items, it Is necessary to provide a isasJuic of centralised
and decentralised control on the sums item, fcach remote storage activity is
authorised to compute its own stock levels and buy stock for these levels; but
•laid, p. B-01-3.
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levels are only baaed on general Issue demands of local
and these in adjacent areas. They are not bases' em isnunds of
are distant from the rsmets iterage activity or on demands for project
requirements. Fbe inventory control point also computes stock levels, on a
ssaetil basis, and bays stock for these levels; but these levels are based only on
the general issue demsnds of all eastamera not covered by the rsmsti storage
activities. This pertains especially to overseas customers. The inventory control
point does everything routinely for the stocks of those items which it buys.
In addition, the inventory control point still bays stock to cover all project
hroughout the system lor these items.
For echelon code 5 items, all supply support is provided by each remote
activity for its local easterners. Ail items are bought and stocked is the
direct support-type outlets at each remote storage activity. If the inventory
control point decides to support the demands of say customer van is too
far direct remote storage activity-type support, that item cannot be
eoheion code 5. Likewise, an item cannot be assigned or retain an echelon code ft
designation if any subsystem fsneritsd a project requirement for it.
kto
fcew items are added to the supply system from three major sources;
provisioning, integrated/ single managers, and customer / project
6
for Headquarters Marine Corps-sponsored •caslen cods 3
items, the inventory control point is responsible for deciding whether or act an
item will be accepted in the system and for determining the most approprlih
distribution pattern for it. Generally, items sponsored by integrated and single
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as acceptable ostietllulst or intercnangesbles by the oponoir. If
or rsmall storage activities report prnhlsmi with them, the inranterj oontrol
point mist then take necessary action with the epoeenr to improve or delete
them from the system. When e customer or project meeefer wants to get a
new item added to the system* either for pnootlwi usage or war reserve, he
meet provide specified data lor analysis. Using sli sources of item dsta and
current stockage criteria, the inventory control point decides what to do. It
rejects the request or adds the item, specifying the applicable distribution
Supply data are the vast number of codes, dates, numbers, quantities,
eed names used to run the supply business. They are the verba, adverbs, nouns,
ami adjectives of the supply language. Many of them are Iseerperiled In the
mastsr inventory file and other related files, thus making them aeoasslble to,
ami usable by, the item manager. They show up in reports, transactions, and
communications to him; and he must know them, know what they are for,
they are from, and to what other data elements they relate, i hey are
his mesns of telling the system what to do with his items and for the system to
tell him what it has done. The most important for item management sad control
are control codes, esleoted item minaawmnnt indicators, and interchangeability
and subsUmtsbUlty codes.
7
The key to seed sunagemaiit is oontrol. In order to obtain good item
the item manager is given a key to many control doors in the
. These doors are called control codes. If the manager locks
of the doors on an item, he will see very little of that item aad the
' ibid, p. a-oji-i.
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transaction* for it, unlaw a real exception oondltion develops. lhU approach
gives him the maximum amount of time to handle other items which require
more control. If he locks all of the doors, he will be able to manage very few
items because he will see every transaction and will have to approve every
response the computer needs to make. Control codes apply to allocation factors,
dollar adjustments, input transactions, materiel release orders, obligations,
passes, procurement, quantity adjustments, redistribution issue* remote storage
activity sequence, stock levels, and/ condition codes. The computer keeps track
of the date each of these codes was assigned to each item. In this way, automatic
reminder reports are generated, when required* to confirm the need for a control
or remove it.
Many items are managed in certain groups. i>y use of selected item
management indicators, item managers can label items as to their group
characteristics. **ny one item may fall in several grasps sad can be labeled
separately for each group. Item managers can call for information on items by
their groups, and the computer can recognise and use these group indicators
for making its required decisions.
Interchangeability and substltutability codes were adopted to control family




In the remote storage activity header records of the master inventory file,
fields are provided for recording recurring and nonrecurring demands. When
processing requisitions, the computer determines which type of demand applies.
8












and adds the quantity requested to tba aaaarapirUln limanrt field. At the
time, it alao ados one to tba appropriate demand n»ovoiaant counter. There
are three highlights in this proeaae. i irst, requisitions only are treated aa
second, demaada are recorded against the remote atorage activity
the reouisitioner, even if the item ia not stocked there or if the consignee
ie different from the requiaittoaer. Third, demaada are recorded againet the
item in an interchangeaaility and substltiitability family, even if that
item ia act the moat preferred. The oceapaier reoognisea demands of all i
I
in a family when compatiBg etook levele far the family.
The computer foreoaata amwali far itema periodically. It foreeaeis
eome itema monthly, some quarterly, others aesalaniiiially, others seasonally,
end urn not at all. I his is quite different from eome systems which only ritwnpaH
an item when its assets equal or break a reorder level. A forecast code identifies
the forecast period desired for an item. It may be assigned by aa item manager;
hat normally, it la assigned by the computer. Certain usage data are accumulated
in the master inventory file for one forecast period. At the end of each period,
the accumulated data arc transferred to the item history file. Thus, these
data fields in the master inventory file are >Iank at the beginning of each forecast
period: they accumulate during the period; and they become olank again to start
tte next period. fhe forecast code determinee the length of each period.
When it is time to forecast demand on an Item, the
which demands to use. A demand code ia provided to determine this. Thia
ia normally assigned by the computer, ia eome caaea, it may be desirable or
necessary to predict demand based on estimates rather than to forecast
an histories! usage. Demand code aero is provided for
9
U.S. Marine Corps. Inventory control Manual. MOO 4400.72,
1964, p. B-10-1.
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Items, and it must be eaignod by the item manager. In conjunction with the
forecast cede. It is still possible to sssaiiiliili usage data periodically on an
Item but not forecast demand for the item.
Coos the computer has aelected the appropriate demands to use for
forecasting, it applies a teshnlejia which screens out improbable demands and
adjusts for changing demands. The tonaafqee employed uses s programmed demos
called the tracking signal. Demands are seldom identical for an item from
month to-month. First, an average demand is computed. Once an average demand
is computed, how far above It or below it any subsequent demand is, can be
measured. The distance from the average is called deviation. Once the measuring
of deviations of dsmands is started, the average deviation for each item can be
computed. The type of average used is oslledmean absolute devtattoa. Probability
is simply a measure of the likelihood that something will happen. Probability
is related to the average deviation of demand.
Each time a demand is forecasted, the forecast quantity is recorded. It is
tee average dsmssd expected. The nextforecast compares the most recent den.and
with the forecast made for the same period. The difference is called forecast
error. If the forecast is too high there is a plus error; if too low, s minus error.
During each forecast, the sum of errors is competed by adding Iks most recast
error to the sum of all previous errors. The sum of errors shows if so item's
Samand pattern is relatively stable or changing.
The computer measures tea sum of errors against the average deviation.
The sum of errors divided by the mean average deviation equals a number
called tee tracking signal. This number is compared to a table of numbers




for the items, based on different weighing factors. If the tracking signal
tha tracking limit, the item ia 'oat of track." I he tracking signal process than
the probability of the moat recent error and either discards it from
or adjusts the process to handle It.
All previous rtsmaarta on an item are not diaregarded in favor of the
naaad. This laada to assign*ag weights to all previous and mc
separately. This is accomplished by use of a demand weighting factor,
as a three digit decimal assigned by the uuemputu
has determined which nemamai and weighting factors to nee, it competes a dcnmwl
forecast quantity. Thie ia the quantity of demands expected during the next period
and la really an expected average demand. A technique called double exponent iai
ia than used. Basically, the computer calculates two weighted average*;
them against each other; and ends up with a third, which tm called the
flecjitittUwn
Requisitions sre received from authorised .Marine Corps and other
roqsrislHoners. from ether services as a result of interservice supply support
and Department of Defense excess utilisation procedures, from
)ial contractora, and other assorted sources. Requisitions are in Military
Rasjnsitioning and lasue Procedures format, and are received via
AUTODIN, mail, message, and telephone. All requisltiona are entered Immediately
into the inventory control program. I hose with priorities 1 through 8 sre
immediately, those with priorities 9 through 20 and 99 are deferred to a









The next step involves more totalled edit of each requisition by the computer.
It require* ssmlnstlon of soms elements in the requisition, comparison of other
elements with these in the item header record, a check of certain control codes
In the Item header which might block further processing, makes a wrsalwanw
release quantity check, and changes requested etock number, unit of issue, and
quantity, as applicable. Based en this edit, requisitions are rejected, suspended
,
Basrachad or approved. Corrected and approved requisitions areprocessed further
immediately by the computer.
Since all requisitions are submitted to the inventory control point, the
oomputer determines which remote storage activity supports each requisitioner
and which remote storage activities will be checked for assets to release.
The inventory control point maintains a reference table which is used by the
computer program for determining supporting and alternate remote storage
activities for requisittoners. For each requisitioner, the table contains a cods
assignment which designate* the supporting remote storage activity and alternate
storage activities in the order of their geographical proximity to the
12
Material release orders are issued by the inventory control point to a
storage activity to release and ship the materiel. Materiel release orders
are normally prepared by the oomputer, recorded in the document control ills,
and transmitted to the remote storage activity via AUTCD1K.
Materiel release confirmations are then prepared by the remote storage
activities to confirm issues directed by materiel release orders. Materiel
release confirmations are transmitted via AUTCDXK from the remote storage











with the oarrespond!ag issues in the issue control flic. i he confirmations
are recanted on that file, and Wiling output U prndaesd lor the tores
Materiel release denials are prepared by remote siorafa activities to notify
Oat inventory control point of warehouse refusals on materiel raNaas orders
and are transmitted vis AUTODIN. The l busjissw program matches them with
the aarraapraaflag issue in the document control file. 1 he msterlel release
denials are recorded la that file, and the unfilled quantity ia automatically
re-entered in the processing routine. The denied item at the denying rinaaft
storage activity ia automatically locked eat for spot inventory and remains
locked oat until an inventory count transaction ia received from the remote
activity.
exception status ia furnished when any nonpositive supply availability
13
aions, alone or in combination, are made. Included are backorder,
it for direct delivery, partial issue, substitution, chinge of unit of
requiaition returned, cancellation acknowledgement, and any circumstance
which predicts that issue may not be made within the timeframe established
for the priority or which requires the customer to change his records.
cancellations are submitted to cancel previously submitted requisitions.
The computer program matches them with the correepondittg requisition in the
document control file or transaction history file. If release has not already
If release has already been ordered, the cancellation ia not made and supply












Daily, all files in the inventory control subsystem require soma
of maintenance, during maintenance processing, all Alas are online and are
updated is an integrated manner, lthough some processes are done less
frequently than daily, they are acoou.pushed, when required, as as Integral
part of the daily file maintenance process. The computer keys on date and
within the files to control calling files and sequencing maintenance
within the overall process.
This chapter has attempted to perpetuate the very critical responsibilities
of an item manager} highlight the control given the item manager so that he
w^MBe
Mt ^aj^w» J ••*^Hse^s^^w# *•• nawauwy •^^^^^^•^^^^w %^iaw* ^hs^sn^v ^ns^ww sm^^v a^v^^sesHS^^RS^M
Imrsfiastliiu dtmandi and briefly explain the reaulsitLaeias nrooess.
control is an essential and governing factor in ensuring that the customer
gets the materiel that he needs, when he seeds it. < lthough the computer dees











Historically, the purchasing function of the Marino Corps has
characterized by a minimum of mechanized and maximum of manual processing
.
New tactical doctrines place increased demands however, on the materiel
support system of the Marias Corps to be more highly responsible to the needs
of the Fleet Marine Forces. Accordingly, it has been apparent that ways and
means be found to expedite the manner in which routine, repetitive procurement
transactions are effected. Since purchases not exceeding $2,600 constitute a major
portion of the procurement effort, the need for mechanised procedures was
particularly acute in this area.
The procurement subsystem is designed to provide immediate availability
of procurement data, including purchase descriptions.past and potential suppliers,
numbsrs of outstanding buy recommendations, and status of open contracts.
This facilitates the solicitaton, evaluation, and award posse of the procurement
process.
The objectives of this subsystem are to offset a reduction In administrative
leadtime; provide mors effective pre-procurement planning; optimise competition;
reduce repetitive functions to automated processes; enable procurement personnel
to place increased emphasis on source selection. Improvement of negotiation
techniques, hid evaluation, and facilitate award decisions; and Interface with
ether MUMMS subsystems to permit a systematic interchange of data.
X
VJS. Marine Corps. Automated Procurement Manual. MCO P4400.74,
28, 1966, p. A-01-3.
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in order to satisfy demands of requieltianers and arrange to have
on hand when required, this subsystem accelerates the procurement
from the time the demand is nade known until the contract is awarded
to a commercial supplier. By furnishing a complete
Including information related to previous prnwirassents of the name item;
identification of potential suppliers-, tarnishing of preservation, packaging, packing,
and marking data; procurement descriptions; and other pertinent data, the ytsjof»g
of orders with commercial vendors is significantly accelerated. Tale subsystem
computer-generated purchase requests and manually originated
iquoclt for system bays, as well sa requirements for direct delivery
of material to using organisation!. It provides the ability to furnish uiswmsjii— I
items acquired from other military sources or procured from
al vendors. Additionally, items which lead themselves to solicitation
sat sgwmif of industry are combined.
Inherent in this subsystem is the requirement to sawpend. In the computer,
all purchase requests for which s missing data condition exists. Daring the
"suspense" condition, the computer prints a "losing data report and a «i>e«j«>g
data notice. Failure to input the required missing data within the established
timeframe will result in the Item being printed on the overage report. When the
data requirement ia satisfied, the computer will print the purchase
Control of the entire procurement process, beginning with the origination
of the purchase rsojeest and concluding with the Input of data resulting from










During the inventory updating, purchase requests are prepared for items
indicated to he obtainable from commercial sources. Items recorded on the
buy recommendation tape will hare beenprocessed throughthe allotment accounting
subsystem to commit funds, and a constructive due will have been recorded is
the inventory control subsystem. The buy recommendation is processed against
the purchase item description file, procurement history Ale, manufacturers
and dealers address file, and the item file of the technical data management
subsystem to record the purchase description; preservation, packaging, packing,
and marking data; potential vendors for solicitation purposes; and previous
procurement history. When all required data is present, the computer produces
a request for quotation. The request for quotation is forwarded to procurement
personnel for immediate procurement action, in those instances when mandatory
data is missing, the Item is recorded in the uspsnes Ills. Missing data notices
indicating the specific missing elements are furnished to the appropriate
organisational component for action. The item is held in suspense pending
Input of the missing data. When the missing data is furnished, the request for
quotation is produced.
In instances when an Item is required and the computer has not generated
a buy recommendation, the item manager may initiate a manual purchase request.
This will cause a request for quotation to be produosd If all required data
Is available for the item. If the mandatory data ia not available, missing data
notices will be produced; and the buy will be temporarily suspended until the
required data is furnished.
From the previous and potential sources listed on the trailer attached
to the request for quotation, the buyer selects the field of competition and proceeds
with solicitation. When the estimatedprocurement cost exceeds $2,500, the request
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for quotation and trailer is used as a basis for preparation of an Invitation
for bids or a request for proposals.
By comparison of the prices received on the solicitation with those on
the trailer from five previous buys, the fairness and reasonableness of the
current quotation may be readily determined, provided that the conditions of
purchase are comparable.
A weekly procurement progress report is produced to show the progress
of purchase requests in the procurement processing cycle. The elapsed time
from date of initiation of the buy recommendation to date of the particular
procurement report Is indicated. This provides the procurement manager with
am opportunity to investigate oases of undue delay, a monthly report is produced
to reflect total administrative leadtime elapsing between the buy recommendation









There is a continuing requirement for improving the procedures for
supporting new Items of equipment being introduced Into the Marine Corps.
Increased accuracy and timeliness of budgetestimates, aclose correlation between
quantities of repair parts and support equipment requisitioned by field units,
and the levels of parts actually procured by the Inventory control point for
this purpose Is mandatory. Closer coordination Is also needed to assure the
availability of these parts, supporting equipment, supporting publications, and
trained technicians and operators to maintain and operate the new shipment.
To satisfy these requirements, a provisioning process was established under
MUMMS which provides a more dynamic response to the needs of the Fleet Marine
Force, a closer control of Inventory related to the support of new equipment,
s more accurate means of establishing budgetary requirements for the support
of new equipments, s meaningful reporting system related to determining support
capability for new equipments being introuduced into the Marine Corps supply
system, and a more sophisticated and responsive method for providing Initial
levels of support to the organizations authorized new equipments.
Provisioning is a process by which supply support is provided for
and weapon systems for the initial usage period. Provisioning is defined
BA Marine Corps. Provisioning Manual, ^ci P4400.79, February 3,
1967, p. i-3.
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as the determination of the range and depth of parte required to support an
equipment* wosyon, or system from the time it is placed in service until the
Has that actual usage can establish routine inventory msnagomeui/ . epair
parts, special tools, and test sad supportinf equipment are Identified, —
d
levels are acquired and protected from issue until the capability is attained
to support all of the equipment planned to be placed in service. It is required
to effect, on a timely basis, the distribution of these parts, test
end Items and publications to field organisations. The provisioning
includes the acquisition of materal to support engineering flhiagos. modifications,
and unsatisfactory
The provisioning process begins vim the establishment of potential Marine
Corps equipment objectives in the form of general operational
and research and development phase. It continues with early funding
for budgetary planning, the actual selection aad acquisition of
parts when the end item goes into production, the distribution of maintenance
parts to field users and supporting organisations, and terminates at the end of
3
the usage data reporting period.
Policy
The policies and the guidance related to the provisioning process and to
placing a sew sad item, equipment or weapon system into use, aad assure that
the levels of supply support are sufficient to meet the requirements of the
i leet Marine Force are provided by the Commandant of the Marine corps.
* Ibid, p. 1-4.
*lbfd, p. 1-6.
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Further, they direct compliance with policies, plan*, mad directives Imposed
on the Marine Corps by higher authority.
General criteria for range and depth in terms of days of supply are prescribed
by the Ciunmandiiif of the Marine Corps for items to he stocked as the initial
stocking requirement! in support of end items or oosaponente being provisioned.
Within these general criteria and levels, the inventory control point determines
the range and quantitative depth of items necessary to support new end items and
oeaaponents daring the usage data development period. Ihle determination Includes
the initial stocking requirement of garrison openting levels for field units
and mount-out requirementa where applicable. Participants in the netarsilneJIui
include technicians from the inventory control point, the iisrn;!nesting staff of the
contractor for the end item, the military service design agency, and the Defense
Supply Agency. Staff officers of Headquarters, Marine Corps* who beve monitored
the dsrslofssiif and test of the equipment, assist provieloners by contributing
pertinent information acquired during their monitoring. The inventory control
point is reepofieible for obtaining and coordinating participation of appropriate
and personnel in the determination.
In the form of planning data comprises the baste tools which
are utilised la sstabMshlag support plans for s new equipment contemplated
far Marine Corps use. The data, provided as documentation, informs the Inventory
control point of aiitielpeted equipment preeuresaents, and conversely, of future
equipment phase cult, of specific objectives of oiyrineuufct deployment plans,
of planned changes to the Marine Corps force structure, of the results of evaluation
of eewtnments underactst? teetinc and the nlinnsd oonoents Cor future sumwrrt
4
of equipment. This data is known collectively as provisioning planning data.
4
Ibid, p. 1-11.
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Responsibility
Responsibilities in the provisioning process are ss follows:
1. Headquarters Marine Corps
a. Issues directive* required to effect policies and assures that
policy and procedural changes are compatible with the concept
of the MUMMS.
b. Prescribes authorised day levels for the various provisioning
strata.
c. Budgets for the procurement of mount-out and initial stocking
requirements of garrison operating stocks for the active Fleet
Marine Force,
d. Assures that the inventory control point is provided all elements
of provisioning planning data.
e. Establishes the target dates for placing new items of equipment
to service.
f. Adjusts target dates ss necessitated by the actual availability
of resources.
2. Inventory Control Point
a. Determines the range and depth of items to be procured for
initial issues to customers of the stores system, for supporting
stocks within the stores system, and for the mobilization
requirements to be retained within the stores system.
b. Determines the range sad depth of the mount-out, mount-out
augmentation, and the initial stocking requirement! of garrison
5
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operating stock* for unit* to be ©quipped and their
units,
c. Estimate* operation and maintenance funds required to
Fleet Marine Force mount-out stocks and Initial
of garrison operating stocks Is
d. Estimates operation and malls*—*s fundi to flnssos uss—lytlon
of garrison operating stocks to support new equipments.
e. Provide* a provisioning performance report to the Commandant
of the Marine Corps, on a scheduled basis, for each equipment
in the provisioning cycle.
f • Assures that adequate methods are utilized to protect asset*
of material acquired to support each new equipment from
being subject to general issue prior to the authorised date for
distribution of the initial issue.
g. Provides listings to the force commanders which cite level*
of each repair part resident in protected status,
h. Provides the actual cost of the initial issue for each using and
supporting organization to the Commandant of the Marine Corps.
1. Determines and acquires the levels of those special spsre
parts that are required as part of the initial instillation In
order to make the wqalpiiissl operative.
Provisioning File
The Inventory control point maintains a provisioning file. The purpose of
this file I* to record provisioning requirement* and control data for repair
part* and special tools required to support end items of iisalfiMil for an initial
mrA he* btqgfeups au o* tOkm ic*
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period of service. The provisioning file is used to record
the rang©, depth, end quantities of repair pert support ere determined,
until the equipment has been pieced in service. The file Is need for
ovwiomng requiremente, ny cneir inenoen perpooe, mio
requirement file, and ultimately, into the master inventory file.
Provisioning requiremente are loaded into the provisioning file j
throughout the period in which requiremente ere being determined. All
rsisjlrsanonts and date must, to the maximum extent possible, be loaded s
• procurement-lead-time" in advance of the projected reedy-for-ieeee date.
Thin is necessary in order to determine the etatue of parte required for initial
by comparing the requiremente against the releaeable
7
The provisioning file in updated daily if cflonsytor time permits, item
i, deletions, and quantitative nhsagni may he made up to the provisioning
cut-off date. Price changes and unit of issue raingee may be made to the file
at any time during the provieioning process up to the time the initial teens
listings are run. changes oceurieg prior to the date of the file net elf which
change annsgsaisst from service managed to integrated msnesjement or vice
versa, will cause s recomputstion of stock requirements. Changes which occur
subsequent to this date will not cause s recomputstion of requiremente.
The Inventory control point prepares a report from the provisioning
file each month listing all prejecte in progress, lbs report Indicates those
projects that have been established but are in an Inactive states. The report
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provisioning process had advanced to the point where scheduling has
coctniiilsssd for the major events occurlng during the provisioning cycle.
The effectiveness of performance is cited for each scheduled major event.
V, hen the effectiveness of performance indicates that slippage is meeting planned
will adversely affect plaamrt resdy-for-lssue dates, the report also
a
and rinwnsianss s revised ready-for-issue date and initial
Besomary
This chapter has defined provisioning* given its scope and policies, outlined
responsIhilltles of Headquarters, Marine Corps, and the inventory control point,
and discussed briefly the provisioning file.
Provisioning Is s very complex process. Daaansi of this, it was necessary
for the Department of Dsfsiam to prescribe certain command relationships
and to set down coordination ground rules. These will not of themselves accomplish
the task, but they provide the framework within which the individual service
can provide the timely support necessary to put an end item in service and
8 IbMt p. 6-7.
UJ3., Department of Defense, Policy and Principles Go?erning Provlsioning
Of End Items of Material. LCD Instruction 3232.4. April 2, 1956, pp. 1-2.
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The methods of computing requirements for secondary items and repair
parts, and the techniques and procedures used In determining the most effective
stock balances, are controls which determine the quantities of supplies in the
system. Strategy, materiel policy, and the size and composition of the Marine
Corps are also controlling factors which have an effect on requirements
determination. None of these, however, can be separated from the economic
and fiscal control which help management formulate adequateplans and determine
effectiveness of operations. The Marine Corps must receive the greatest return
for each dafgasti dollar it spends for military preparedness. It must maintain
as effective military posture while simultaneously cutting costs wherever possible,
and control its assets through effective management techniques.
Since money is a limiting factor in procuring and distributing supplies,
fund limitations often require that difficult decisions be made. The dollar is
the accepted common denominator which is used to measure effectiveness of




The budget data subsystem extracts, accumulates, and projects basic
data which is summarised in different ways for various budget end financial
reports. Materiel requirements and financial assets are collated
1
U.b. Marine Corps. Budget Date Manual. MCC F4400.83, March 21,
1967, p. v.
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into an accurate determination of deficiencies oy time-sequence. The
of this system is a coherent, Justifiable request for peacetime operating
lands and mohilitntion mnttS.Ittasnppoituil by* variety of prescribed and
analyses. This subsystem also accumulates, analyses, retains,
for new end items. It produces a
which includes
a
requirements, and a sales
wry objectives, the inventory posture, and the funding deficiencies
are rihwslopid quarterly. This data is furnished to the stores aoooeatlng subsystem
for use in conjunction with the stores and general ledger data in preparation
of the stock fund operating burtisti in the areas of peacetime spsratlng stooks,
and provisioning. Requirements for provisioning are developed on
of cost experience for like or similar end items.
peacetime operating stock funding deficiencies are supported
by shopping lists which show the item deficiencies by time period. MomHastton
funding deficiencies are supported by itemised and fractionated shopping lists.
This technique permits balancing of war reserve stocks where only limited funds
are available to procure the
Each item ts classified* stratified, and summarised into one of four
insurance, provisioning, reparable, and nonrepayable. Summaries
are produced for each management cods, echelon
code oombination. Reviewing officials are provided with the
for examining the inventory by logical segment, totally or by eohsion.
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During the Gratification process, items which meet selected criteria
are extracted for tadlvidnal review. The dollar stratification report is printed
out for each selected item, sad a stock status report is forced for each item
selected. Bote of these documents are used ss backup data for high deficiency
ss well ss for post-stratification review fay Internal ssd external auditors.
AS each item is stratified, item deficiencies are diistsjud for each
or issue period. These item deficiencies are extracted into
s pressr—jisst program fn» which Is used ss the basis for the
i lor the current ssd apportionment year.
in process are m atched against the procurement forecast sad
for the variance are detected sad are used ss the basis
luring tee process of developing tee provisioning budget, ossaidirirlan is
to the sad item procuremsat date which la platted against tea provisioniag
milestones. I eterminiag tea quarter sad fiscal year in which tea
provisioning funds are actually required, srsnanitea premature funding, teas
rsdarilag the time interval between the investment date and the sales date of
is provided with s forecast of when the sales of the stock
fund provisioning lnvaetiaat will materialise. The period of the initial issue
as well as the period and amount of the ayetem stock sales is developed.
invested are generally of the ssaaa materiel category ss the sad item;
»r, sales of the spare parts will not necessarily materialise in the funding
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accounting involve* elements of property, financial, and coat
for receipts of material into the cuotody of a supply officer and
expenditures of euch materiel. The property aocoontiag phase cover*
an analyaia of reeelpta and up—dlfnri* by type under each eiores account.
The financial phase involve* an analyaia of receipta and sagonaltiiris by
appropriation or allotment. The coat accounting phaee la an analyaia of
ay fractional account number and object claaaiftcatioa. The records
to soeomfHeh analyeee of receipts and eapendituree of
id are an integral part of stores accounting. Since Marine Corp* stores
are maintained under a perpetual inventory system, the accounting procedures
repair rid are designed to provide accurate image data for determination of
recurring requirement*, and for oapjiurt of appropriation requests made in
the budget covering material, supplies, and equipment.
Stores accounting la designed as a totally automated operation within
the central computer program. The basic policies and operational oonesets
governing this accounting function provide a uniform method of integrating
inventory and financial transactions in order to maintain ledger accounts for
the - arioe - orps I tuck fund and tha < arioe psjaaj sjaejsjsjanl saaaal
and to produce the financial statements required for financial and auppiy review.
The objectives of the stores accounting subsystem are:
1. To provide a system of sound financial and supply management for all
inventories controlled by the inventory control point, as well as for
decontrolled item* under thecognisance ofthe remote storage activltios
.
*U.S. Marina Corpa. Store*Accc»ucting Mannei.MCO v4400.7a,Heatimptr 22,
1M7, KMil
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2. To assure adequate financing for the maintenance of approved inventory
levels el operating stocks, authorised reserves and related en-order
quantities.
3. To provide for the value of all inventoriee of materiel under the
accountability of MUMMS to be bold under general ledger control.
4. To generate timely and accurate inventory management reports and
financial statements for use by higher echelons.
5. To provide for billing and collection for reimbursable issues by the
inventory control point on confirmation of shipment from the rsmsts
storage activity furnishing the materiel.
6. To establish standard unit prices for new items entering the
distribution, and to review and revise standard unit prices for
Stores balance records are maintained to account for the value of all
of materiel, supplies, and equipment held as stock on records of
Ity in the Marine Corps distribution eystem. In addition, the
reflects the financial value of materiel positioned at
tivitiss for ready access to authorised customers. The record
provides for the value of materiel on hand at each bulk storage location and retail
issue point i lassinsri by stores account cods, remote storage activity, federal
suddIv TrlMtit\rtmM*"* manaeement anhfilwi code, ouroose. «nrf condition.
The subsystem receives transactions that affect the Marine Corps stock
Fund and Marias Corps Appropriation Hants Account item inventory records
and direct stock control records; computes the dollar value of the transactions;
and simultaneously, updates both the stores k^i—«» records and the Marine
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be used for preparation of Mils, management repoits, financial reporta,
resorts, and reconciliation of supply and fiscal tranaactiona.
Alistsnaat Accounting
This subsystem is a completely automated system which records
data from the time the inventory control point initiates a requisition until its
funds are liquidated. The system has the ability to distinguish between onaneaarrUl
sad military sources; provides the appropriate tnoauntlag transection, and
rsasrai in the file the commitment and obHgettoo, It also provides tunaalaass
for monitoring funds to ensure that orerecommitments and obligations never
7
Beyond the aaad for controlling the day-to-day operation of the allotmaat
system, there is a need for an audit trail. Tola is a trail used to
• means by which the details underlyiiu
may he obtained. It also Includes methods of locating
evidence. It is. therefore, necessary to retain records providing the validity
of accounting transactions sad the rsconatruction of data lost from Internal
r. This subsystem previses this audit trail by ensuring that
a control balance at a given date, and that the total
^^^ •• ihii#«ivwijv ***oj b^^p m ^w^^^^^n w%m ^uns ^^n nanaue^HA ^w^saa>* ^*^^ ^^w^^#^nna»^^Bi^w wa %• nuv^a^aMAi#
It also provides a meana of access to auywoiHug doouments to weUeHati or
Inherent in the total system is the means to suspend, in fas computer, all
iavantory control point requisitions when funds are not available. These
requisitions are placed in the Inventory control suspense file sad reviewed aa
7 b j>. Marine corps. Automated Allotmaat Accounting Manual. MCC P44O0.it.
March 24, 1967, p. 3-1.
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a periodic basis to determine the current statue of funds. Time restrictions
are established for items held in suspense; and, if these items are not removed
from the suspense account within the established timeframes, dollars are
The allotment accounting Hie contains the total authorisations allocated
to the Inventory control point. The file maintains control by total authorisation
and fund code. This file and the related computer program, maintains control
I, authorisations, obligations, and expenditures.
Summary
is one method an islend to
and Justify requests for funds. Financial management includes the budgetary
process, the collection of financial data, the control of funds by Uritiiissf
asonuntlag, the reporting of financial information, and an appraisal of operations.
MgWIft has attssnpfd to make this a coordinated and controlled process.
Only time sad experience will determine whether it has accomplished its purpose.
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CHAPTER VI
MAlNTENANCL hi .EIIEM
at the depot level within the Marin* Corps has
^ ^1^ nest few veara to benoxne wall oriented -*'**» the eonoenfts••* bj^wb^w »w M^^^mm^ ^^» m^^^^hb*«^» ^mm w* evsww*^*o wpvbnb vomit waswvw
tnduatrial wisasssniest. While this program has been supported to a
by data processing, the support has been limited to mechanise
of management reports, developed from manually recorded data. The
oestml systems have relied entirely on manual methods lor development of
programs and schedules, and for the accomplishment of other management
control sod analysis functions.
The often extremely wide product mix and abort range programming,
dictated by the relatively low population of major items of equipment within
the Marine Corps, have added further to the complexity of manual methods,
and seriously retarded continued development of effective control techniques.
To remove these obstacles to cautiousa1 iknilqasioiH, sod to ensure that the
Marine Corps will possess themostmodern and effective maintenance management
>, full data processing support, along with full coverage by a
data collection aystem, is a nocesslty.
With the capability provided by current data processing ecsUpment.
of depot maintenance management is limited only by the skill
and initiative of the n aintenance managers. This system provides the first
stop toward maximum, practicable mechanisation of the elements within the
system. That is to provide, first, an automated data collection aystem, supported
by a random access computer for primusing the data generated; eoond, to
a series of insnaasoiont reports to permit maximum use of the data
ami i *»je li trrnnwytin
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by local aisnagsrs on a timely basis, aad to provide ssseotlal daU required
by higher wiannain iat levels; and. third, to provide built-in capability for
dmliaa.nsl aad applicatfcie of uwfcssissd nnsagsjiisnl oostrol systems.
Too osjaotlvsa of the depot msintoninm manual subsystem are: to
a
to establlah standardised procedurea far the depot mi
control systems, end support data collection
and. Is omMtoa as suUnniiort data
The Marine Corps
activities are located at the Marine Corps Supply Centers at Albany, Georgia
•sal Baretow, California. \itbin MUMMS, these centers are designated as
remote storage eettftUea . The depot mslidoaaaoe activities accomplish major
repeiro end overhaul of all types of Marine Corp* tactical, combat, and supperting
es well as provide direct support to the fleet Marine force* in
preparing serviceable equipment for shipment to aajhuj units.
*The mtastons of the depot maJafwianso activiUea are as follows;
1. To return tmesnlysntes osulpiHont to a serviceable condition.
s. To perform milntsasnoe through depot level by repairs, overhaul,
or rebuild.
a. To accomplish such medification, fabrication, and assembly as directed.
4. To provide technical assistance end teehnioaJ impsBtton servtoes
for the Fleet Marine force and Marine corps reserve units.
i
U.6>. Marine Corps. Depot Maintenance Managonmi* lianssl. MCi P4400.81,
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To perform Materiel inspection and evaluation as required.
7. To perform quality assurance aervicea.
8. To accomplish tost, repair, and calibration of electronics, radiac,
and mechanical test equipment.
9. To provide maintenance through depot level and calibration eupport
for other military services under inter-servies nuppor
Mb To provide technical, on-the-job and apprentioe training to
proficiency levels in required akills of civilian* and
in their technical specialities.
The overall maintenance masssamont systoam osntalns the uomniandaot
of the Marine Corps repair program, the inventory control point reparable
That portion of the nutsfsmsos program* which cannot be Identified to
line items of equipment in advance of the beginning of the fiscal year,
at assagai lied ss the supply center supprrt ohsdnle. The supply center support
wntsins both headquarters. Marine Corps and inventory control point
programs, ss well ss programs managed by the supply center based
on locally generated requirements.
The master work schedule is maintained in an up-to-dstc status at all
Hiss. Changes to the line item and quantities contained in the Commandant
of the Marine Corps repair schedule are received from the inventory control
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by Induction tad ooanplottoa dates as the ohangea are received iron
control point. The supply oaatar support program requirements
a l4H*wl rooulremoeie dictate, end ars maintained curroot within
the oferall master work easnaai reouireaaeate, A formal suemtaalon of tbe
is made quarterly.
In developing the master work schedule, all computations are based on net
productive capacity (manpower and facility). It Is recognised that personnel and
equipment are not saw anartrert percent available for productive work. Such
factors as annual leave, sick leave, training* and equipment availability.
data at each depot maintenance activity, are used to calculate
net productive capacity.
Material Support
Beonlrementa for repair parts to support the Commandant of the Maris*
Corps repair schedule and the inventory control point secondary reparable
program are established in bills of material by fiscal year upon MSlaMttnaiaal
of the Commandant of the Marine Corps initial repair program. All material,
whether hills of material or for center support. Is ordered with a required
delivery date as close as passible to the anticipated date of Induction of each
hatch of each Job to be performed.
Depot maintenance activities initiate requirements for bills of material
for secondary reparable* in the same manner as for major end Items. Tbe
required delivery date for secondary reparable hills of material are based
upon the estimated dates of induction of each economic batch quantity, bill
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The internal control and ns|yni systems and programs, which provide
basic support to the depot mislstsassnti activitymansegment effort, are industrial
engineering, production control, and quality control programs, in addition to
management reporting and analysis. These systems ssd programs are effective
only when aiispoitOLt by a timely sad effective data collection am
The industrial engineering program provides industrial support for the
Boot TwaintaaswM activity. Work cannot be inductedinto the facility without
prior formulation of necessary input data for process plans, time allowances,
work unit identities. The development of reliable, quantitative
of performance and process plans to provide this input data is a vital function
of this program, specific objectives of this program are to:
1. Provide engineering and technician services to the depo
activity and to other remote storage activity functions and
authority.
2. Conduct engineering studies; develop new and improved
increase production effectiveness; develop, maintain, and evaluate
engineered performance standards; and prepare detailed Job process
3. provide basic input data for the automator* data collection system
in the area of equipment item identification and procedures, labor
standards, personnel reoulresnssss, and aisjucnoe of operations.
The production control system provides the basic planning effort, and
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si its industrial mtsstoe. Ths functions of production control are
sosseultag, ln-sbop onsti nl and progressing, and supply
provides lor advance aevelopment of dsfsllsrt plans* programs, and
procedures to use manpower, insobtnes, and lands effectively and eoonsmtetUy.
Scheduling involves the effect!to sansaula of work into and within specific
osntrol and progressing is the oontrol of a Job by time, materiel
d movement by in-shop control centers. Ths purpose of these
is to control all in-proocse efforts toward movement of work as scheduled,
issaaSttlon materials as required, and maintain overall cognisance of job progress.
Ths supply support element is established within the depot g ttntsnsnoe activity
to provide for the requisitioning, receipt, movement, and issue of mstsriel
required for day-to-day shop operations.
Quality is defined as the characterieetie with which an item of
conforms to either the tteslgnnrt and use or the degree of conformance with
the established design. Performance level is the dsgrsfi of confidence with
which an item of equipment esn ho expected to perform its dsslgnsd
A quality control system is the system which assures compliance with an
sstahJIshsd quality standard in order to achieve a stated performance level.
Ths quality control system of the depot maintenance activity is designed to
provide for ths establishment of process quality standards. These standards
provide for detection of defects, daring both in-process sad final inspection.
They also provide for effective evaluation of Inenoetlcii data to assure osntrol
si all aspsota of the production operatic* to achieve ths specified performance
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Dafte eoilscted tfcrwsgh the automated data collection system ia
and Fsanpilart into m—sgfint reports. These reports provide data for analyeis
of psrfurstaasa against the master work schedule and budget, as wall as date
S
for local depot malntsssnsa activity use in internal management analysis.
The data collection system provides an automated means of capturing
operating source data within the depot maintenance activity. Thia data supports
the supply center cost accounting and payroll functiona aa well as the management
eoatrol functions of the depot maintenance activity. The system provides for
devices, with receive and inquiry capability, in selected areas.
etectronioaUy oosnseteil to a central processor to permit direct transmission
9
of data to a random aoocsi computer. The objectives of this iijatam are to:
1
.
Simplify the input of source data where it ia generated.
2. Provide for accurate and timely processing of source data.
3. Provide for automated operation and financial management reporting.
4. Provide for the accumulation of Maiorical data for planning
5. Provide a basic tool for management control and cost
within the depot maintenance activity.
Ibid , p. c-05-1
9Ibid, p. D-01-1
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WAK tfLS^RVE
There has been a continuing requirement for improving the procedures
of supply support for thoee items of equipment which ere comoet essential.
Fundamentally, the commanders of the fleet Marine f orcee are given author ii>
to exercise Judgment In determining requirements for comoet operations.
The scope of the war reserve subsystem is to service the M-day requirements
el mobilisation materiel for the fleet Marine forces. It provides assesstry
wiaeagemsnt reports to evaluate combat i sadliiseii and current posture, reflecting
requirements, attainments, and deficiencies.
Fre-M-Day Concept
The commanders of fleet Marine Forces obtain master seuJptnsat decks
from the inventory control point. These decks contain all repair parte to support
the end items ofequipment. These decks and the pertinent maintenance publications
are used aa an aid in determining item range and selection. J he selection Is
performed by technicians within the organisation whose primary functions are
utilization and repair of the end item of equipment loojalilim. support. The
selection ie on the basis of the technical knowledge and maintenance experience
acquired within the organisation. The depth of the requirements are based
upen developed factors equated to a thirty-day support requirement for densities
representstive of a major force structure. ^placement factors, carried to the
position, are combined for each maintenance echelon of mount-out
1
U.S. Marine corps. War Reserve Manual. MCO .4400.80, November 8,
1W6, p. A-01-1.
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and resupply on replacement factor deck*, and returned to the inventory control
aaftat.
The inventory control point salssts the range and depth of lteme by
replacement factora and denaitiea for newly provisioned itexna. Theee factors
and denaitiea are not normally eaaeeded or changed for the first year the equipment
la in operational nee. Since the inventory control point records a thirty-day
replacesnent factor and a total propositioned war reserve density only, the
forcea must submit the mount-out and resupply factors by echelon ci maintenance.
and spread densities by plans and edits before withdrawal of requirements
for a specific unit can be accomplished.
to be selected for mobilisation requirements are baaed on the
criteria:*
1. Items which would be required for the survival of personnel.
2. Items essential for the operational effectiveness of combat, combat
support, and combat service support forces.
9. Items essential for the operational effectiveness of the logistics
system in support of combat forces.
4. Items, the lack of which would render Inoperative or seriously impair
the operational effectiveness of an essential equipment or weapon
system.
ft. Items to be selected in support of a sudden caliup of reaarve forces,
i.e., those essential for initial equipment, and housing or training
those reserve forces, approved by the Commandant of the Marine
Corps.
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* most lmportsat phase of the supply cycle.
of the Fleet Marine Forces
ity to exercise Judgement in
la maslng this determication, such data and factors which ere logical, and
the riaclTasasa! for the
frudloa and logic tnucJif be need, preferably on an item
basis, to encore that the best data and factors are applied. BancHIci policy end
relating to the tochntono of determining materiel, are necessary,
increases in mobilisation requirements* without sdvaaoe coordination,
funding, and procurement disrupts orderly operations of the supply
i otpiiromortfit arc developed through the cosapntatlon of the
factor psrusiiagas sad cod item densities which are provided by the
of the Fleet Marine forces for repair parte coasted to a thirty-day support
portrayed by various plans. Ail strata requiicmcnte for the major force
are recorded in the withdrawal plan file. They are then combined ss
requirements, and further recorded in the project requirements Ills by
considerations for moblliaatlOB materiel requirements for
M-day differ from considerations and practices applied la support of pesostl
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1. fctoblllration reijilrasaanil darnaad teat greater emphasis bo directed
to mob functional trots as selection of essential items, determination
of donoity levels, methods of developing reqetremeota, protective
istaaurss to ensure materiel availability, process of attainment without
the expenditure of funds, and timely withdrawal procedures lor
materiel support of various mobilization plans.
a. Mobilisation requirements for M-day are demands registered in files
at the inventory control point requiring procurement or stockage
of additional materiel over and above the normal peacetime demand,
and anticipated to bo required in combat. In determining the level
of requirements for M-day, consideration must be gives to the
increased usage which will be placed on ataripineal, and losses
which will be experienced in the various phases of combat.
3. Since the exact time for the withdrawal of mobilisation stocks is
unknown, an extra cautious approach is required in the expenditure
of funds, as well as consideration of such factors as Industrial
evolution, advancement in the solemn of logistical support, and
military science and its applications.
4. The limitation of funds available for the enhancement of the
mobilisation posture requires the moat advanced method for
of the range and depth of items to be procured, which will
Geographic positioning of mobilization stocks must be on the basis of a
task force deployment readiness schedule. As a general rule, stocks
are positioned at the remote storage activities, Albany, Georgia and Saratov,
California, except for those stocks required to be positioned at other rim oil
storage activities due to a specific withdrawal plan schedule or to enable the
of stocks.
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MApproved forces acquisition raaalrauienta which hmrm oeen previously
or for which fends bam Men gaiimii and procurement initiated,
are protected fey purpian codec. l"toa precludes a drawdown of attained
Authority for tbe releeee of inooilisaitos requlremenia emanates from
of Uaa Marine Coras. awJaaeasumt to this authorisation, and
of nmtftng data, commanders of the fleet Marine F<
aterlel by nana. Withdrawal ofstocks 19 controlled by preparation of a
at the inventory control point. fcataaUehed war rowervc
however, are act normally reduced by a demand ajaaaritad abort
of M-day.
The inventory cootrel point produces various managsaaaat report* to
oooi^at raariliwaa and tbe current posture of various organiaational
plane* Keeecte reflect by atrata death tbe roojntroseent ittil use?.
• of all withdrawal plana iioasjiilaliuj, the fall mooUisetton
acewiatUon objective. An aifaltlanal report is alao rendered relleetfag dollar
Tbla report Uat only item* having a defloiency, and omits thoae
percent attainment, rbaaa reports are furnished to tbe
ef the Marine Corps, commanders of the Fleet Marine Foreea,
the inventory control point.
On at "day and tor the duration of a war status, the need to
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sad —ppoat of the approved force* operation requirements, which will replace
the prior M-day hrssartown of peacetime forces sod the mobilisation of approved
i. The requisitioning objective la then predloaied upon the U
iption reflected by the wartime climate.
Sal—Hon of Items, replacement factor*, and item density for
of withdrawal plans sad allowances continue to bs the reeponsibillty of the
of ths Fleet Marine Forces. 7 In a post-M-day climate, the recording
of actual usage data generated will greatly nhasoo ths accuracy of future
mobilisation plans. It is of the utmost importance that this function continue.
This record may also bs used to generate materiel release orders, by








The Marine Corps Unified Materiel Management .System ie a very broad
system. Only a few of the major subsystems have seen discussed in this paper.
A system el this magsHiirtfl needs a focal point for collecting useful IsJermation
and syntheeialng it into meaningful reports for management purpoeee. Ihis
subsystem is designed to develop a systematic feedback of information to keep
Ike various levels of management abreast of current operations. In addition*
it Is intended that the subsystem output provide data for comparative performance
at the different levels of structure within the Marine corps supply system.
In order to ensure that the requirements erf the highest levels of iinitageinent
are satisfied, Headquarters, Marine Corps ascertains the information needs
for these echelons . These include the requirements of the Department of Defense,
tertiary of the Ivavy, and tieadouaxtere. Marine Corps.
The responeibilitiee of the inventory control point are:
1. To implement the requirements established ej the
the Marine Corps.
*. To ascertain the information requirements of the inventory control
point, remote storage activities. Fleet Marine i orce, and other
field units.
3. To screen all requirements against existing or known output to
ihilsi mint data availability prior to tistihlishlng sew requirements
for data.
. Marine Corps. Supply MensaomrnU Information Manual.
March 28, 1967, p. I
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4. To determine the feasibility of extracting information not existing
in the system prior to any design or programming effort.
5. To inform interested levels of maimgssnent o! the status of information
maul rami nta.
6. To provide system design which will furnish approved Information
to Interested levels of management within establiabet
7. To msiatain liaison with various levels of management to
the information being provided warrants continuance under MUMldb
output or if any changes in designs or programs are necessary.
8. Co make a continuing evaluation of the system to give the Marine
Corps the maximum utilisation of output and processing time.
9. To maintain a current reports catalog.
In Implementing any system as complex as MUMMS, it is necessary to
data that will provide s basis for the evaluation and analysis of overall
2
system effectivoneen. The inventory control point develops the necessary
to provide the type data to all levels of nisnssjsmaiil, not only to evaluate
sad analyse the total system but also each individual segment . Data produced
save* coincide with uniform defense-wide logistice performance measurement
laaxnta aa well ae the requirements set forth by the Department of the Navy
and Headquarters, Marine Corpe.
In addition to ensuring the requirement* of the Department ot Defense
are provided for, all report outputs must be reviewed on a continuing basis.
With machine time and costs prohibitive factors, a critical review of output
is essential, i he basic question of who needs the data, when, and what it ia used
far, must be satisfactorily answered to consider the data essential, contir
,id, p. 4-1.
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review sad evaluation will ensure the highest practical utilisation of
•ad people at t mtaUrann oest. It will also ensure that the management information
is continually refined and improved in keeping with the needs of





There are wen other subsystems under MUMMS that have not oeen
in other chapters. These subsystems will be only briefly discussed
in this chapter for the purpose of abowing the interface and continuity of the
to the
I hie subsystem osstalas oomplsto asset data for principal items and
reparable*, liequisiiions for theae items are computoi-»gcrooned to
if filling of the requisition would asoMll the allowance of the requisitioner.
If the requisition paaaaa the cheek, it is processed further; if not, it is suaponded
for manager action, i hi» subsystem oontaina a complete range of allowance-type
requirement data needed in the development of provisioning, war reserve, and
ipplicatlees requirements. It further provides the data needed to prepare budget
Stratification reports for appropriation stores account items.
Materiel planning studies are computer-produced quarterly or semiannually
tram asset, allowance, and troop list data available In the files of this subsystem.
They are provided to the manager at the Inventory oontrol point and Headquarters
Marine Corps for use in stock management, budget* sad procurement
determinations.
1
U.S. Marine Corps. Introduction Manual. MCO P4400.70. June -iS, 1966,
p. B-ll-S. - ~
2
U.S. Marine Corps. Controlled Item Management Manual. W iOO.82,
March M, 1967, p. 1
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Selected meet! In the hands of troops, in stock at remote storage activities,
due in to stock, being repaired, in maintenance float, on loan, and government-
NriMaUsi materiel in the hands of contractors, are also recorded in the files of
this subsystem.
Stock Control
This subsystem is designed to record and accumulate all data required
for routine recordkeeping, requisitioning, reporting, and maintaining history.
The soossjBts within the subsystem are self-service centers, shop stores, retail
elothing outlets, subsistence accounts, ammunition account*, petrolum, oil,
lubricants, and separate individual clothing accounts. All materiel hsisngs to
the Marine Corps distribution system.
Key features include:
1. Elimination of recordkeeping at the issue points.
2. Automatic requisitioning based on past demand history,
3. Automated daily and quarterly reporting of asset status sad transactions
which affect the inventory and stores records at the Inventory control
point.
4. Automatic disposal of excesses based on programmed rules.
5. Automatic redistribution between issue points, when required.
items stocked are those widen have been decontrolled for local procurement,
and items which the inventory control point has authorised the remote storage
activity to stock, but which have not been decontrolled for local procurssaent.
3
U.S. Marine Corps. Direct Support ttook Control Ifsansi. Mco P4400.76.
April 6, 1067. p. A-04-1.
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Iflgfenigil Data
Thie uueajetorn is designed to establish the policies and rules, and to develop
tas sroosdnrss related to the Federal Catalogs*; Program and selected mimyl
data programs of the I epartment of Defease, Dafsnsi Supply Agsncy. and the
Marine Corps. These policies, rules, and prwasswss provide instruction and
guidance for die development, malntsnsjicis, notification, and publication of
Inderal cataloging, technical, and selected minsgsmsnf data. The detailed
procedures outline specific functions and responsibilities necessary to maintain
pertinent files of data related to items of supply and production, and provide
a mesne of ready retrieval of stored data through the use of Inquiry techniques;
provide notification of cataloging and management data changes to Marine corps
and certain other Department oi Defense materiel
ami furnish cataloging and management data support lor specific
and operations of inventory control point program*.
This subsystem is designed to give the program manager one place to look
for control, cost information, and status of his program. Speoial programs
assembly, disassembly, modification, modernisation, alteration, research
teat, gcrrarnnsint ranilsasd materiel, recoverable items, collateral tuaripmsat,
5
line materiel, project phis, and loans.
Projects are controlled ea Military Interdepartmental i urehase request
s, contract numbers, or project numbers. As an additional control, the
may query the file at any time and receive status.
4UA Marine Corps, fechnical -ata Msaw int Manual. MCO i '4400.77.
t, 1967, p. A-01-1.
p. A-01-1.
5
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Cost information received from the
end other subsystems ie available in the file, and ie furnished to the
oasis, or upon Inquiry. liasoption reports, project coet date,
notices, and file inquiry replies are also furnished to the
Application*
This subsystem provides an automated capability to maintain certain
of current immgsmsnt data for all stock numbered items in the Marine Carps
raeteriel support system. It computes retention levels for special item categories
to ensure protection of assets, i eculiar and common parts of equipment are
6
as well as items to be phasart out of the system.
The capability is provided to identify repair parts to all of their applications.
This capability applies to component items, to the end item of which the component
is a part, and to any other item to which it may have application, it further
proridee the capability to identify the range and depth of repair parts required
to support specific equipments, and to calculate levels and allowances for repair
parts based on the projection of the repair parts replacement factors.
Curasnt "consist of** listings, with desired management data, are provided
on an "as required" basis. At the time initial issues are made, the inventory
control point provides esch affected organisation a repair parte interrelationship
list which will identify all repair parte peculiar to the old equipment; peculiar
to the new equipment; and common to old, new, and other equipments. These
lists may be used for cancellation of requisitions for parte no longer required,
and to purify stocks st using and service unit levels.
6
U.S. Marine Corps. Applications Manual, stcc 1 4400.78, October 10, 196s,
p. 01-1.
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This program also provide* the nmim to respond more rapidly to
ral-type support capability requirements. Supply support programs InrlnaS
ths supply aystsm ©spability to support present or increased density; cost out the
support of an increased density; estimate the time required to reach a support
Status; sad identify items required and available for special
the Military Assistance Program.
Outs Control
The primary purpose of this subsystem is to maintain a
of terms (their definitions and abbreviations) and codes for universal use flirnugssut
the Marine Corps and other agencies. The definition of each term and its
abbreviation is controlled at the inventory control point to
y and compatibility in
This subsystem is an automated procedure for i
in-storage operations, and preparation of iiiiiiasstiaist reports, it covers the
receiving process; the issue and shipment process; the preservation sad peeking
process; operational inspection of technical items; and space reporting. It
simplifies the warehousing mud shipping operations through eHminstion of
manual methods.
p
lata processing capability Includes:
1. BsjeJoot acesea with a remote inquiry capability to obtain
and shipping data.
7
b.». Marine Corps. Data Control Manual. P44t0.71. ctooer 10,
1*46, p. 01-1.
8
UJ>. Marine Corps, ^inlwllutlsn jf Waj iMIll Wl^Wttlt PfWPuH-g
MCO P4400.75, p. IA-01 - 1
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i. Construction of shtpateiir and transportation units within ths
to aoslivo anwlanaw freight nwanMiatlnn.
I, The printing of shipping rtnoumants from i inapt ir files.
4. i reparation of management tools, including sfaipassot workload forecast,
workload summary, management reporta on ths status of
items jeia*? v>roc€*Fed for siu.ease aV atxl nuw Uerr reca
ntstriratioB by carrier is recorded in ths computer to
distribution among carriers. Items to os released from ths
repair function appear on the shipment planning forecast to facilitate
I . rhe inventory control point and defense supply agencies provide the
the remote storage activities with prepositioned materiel receipt data
which can he loaded into the computer, i he remote storage aotlillanj
key this data into their remote equipment and obtain automated output
of the planned locations.
7. Items requiring special handling are controlled throughout the isaas
process by the computer. Bin repieniDhment is an automated procedure.
t. The oare-in-etore program ia computer-scheduled using a sampling
taohatana. Shelf-life items are computer controlled.
9. The storage location master file contains the storage in each storage
area, including that which is leased out and licensed. Space reports
are produced by the computer.
The inventory program is eased on location verification, a onnipiato cheek
denials, and the establishment of a system error Ale to determine the
cause of stock denials. As long as the stock denial rate is within satisfactory
limitations, location verification on a statistical sampling basis is the primary
of the physical inventory program. Phis principle of
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Chapter I prsoontsd an overview of MUMMS
end command relations affeuwaj ftt ii-.verir.ory control point and U.e
storage activities in order to lay the groundwork for examination of
the Individual subsystems. Chapter II examined the functional areee of inventory
control. The key word in this area ie "control." With the control and automation
inherent in good Inventory management, all of the virtues of a nioenra inventory
system are possible: flexibility, adoptability, reliability, and responsibility.
Chapter HI centered on the process of procurement operations and its capabilities
an effective automated system. An analysis of the provisioning propose
lade in Chapter IV. Providing the initial and continued support to permit
introduction of a new end item isno easy task. It involves the coordinated planning
and execution of numerous proc eases by a multitude of activities and
over a considerable period of time. In Chapter V the ever critical
of budgeting and accounting were covered. Accurate requirements
with adequate controls to ensure the validity of funds are very important
in the wheel of supply.
The subject of maintenance wianaginnwi was discussed in Chapter VI.
rhis includes accompliahment of major repair and overhaul of all types of
Marine Corps tactical, combat, and supporting equipment. Chapter VII examined
the techniques for the eatsi>Ushmont, computation, and withdrawal of mobilisation
materiel required to support Fleet Marine Forces in a war situation. Chawser
VIII discussed the collecting of useful information and a/Manet ring it into
••
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reports for iimigMmil pnrpoeea. In Chapter IX all
in individual chapters were diaeuaaed.
In any eyatem as broad and pompier as MUMMS there are bound to be
deficiencies. MUMMS is no exception. It waa Implement art em May l, 1M7,
aval la still in its first year of the "shaking down" process. MUMMS is baaically
a real-time nasftiir system. The majority of date la maiatrtaad "en-line."
remote terminals. System dealgnors andprogrammer
years in getting the system "on the air."
MUMMS. Foreeeated demanda hare ran much higher Chan actual
Thia may require that the formula and proceduree utilized in
for inventory control and stratification purposes he revised. In addition,
account balances have run much higher than actual inventory
reconciliation has been impossible as of March 1, 1968.
Sales have experienced ah unaattafactory decrease. Since the office of the
Secretary of Defense <CSL) budget analysts case their apportionment process
largely on amies (issue of materiel), thia concerns the financial manager a very
e
much. Thia results in much difficulty in justifying apportionment r<
- with Mr. Jack aiinn, Supply Department, headquarters, Marias
Corps, March 8, 1968.
* Interview with UCol Calvert and Mr. Tony Varano, Supply Department,
Headquarters, Marine Corpe, Marsh a, 1968.
3
Interview with Mr. Oswald Dailey, Supply Department, Headquarters,
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tion of the system two months prior to the beginning of the
fiscal year created many problems in the financial area. This was s timing
failure. This timing failure also resulted iu files not being adequately purged
prior to conversion.
My research convinced me that irregardless of the deficiencies sad
shortcomings of the system discovered since implementation, fciUMMS Is an
effective, operational materiel mansgement system. The bases for my conclusion
are specified in the following paragraphs.
IfUMMS is fully compatible with all standardised requirements of the
Department of Defense. This allows much faster information flow between the
Marine Corps and other Department of I efense and federal agencies.
The system is totally Integrated and is designed to satisfy all internal
and external Marine Corps requirements. There is complete interface unaag
all subsystems. Close surveillance is maintained over all system elements to
evaluate and improve system effectiveness. In addition, the effectiveness of
computer programs are continuously evaluated.
There is one central supplyprocessing point for the ivisrine Corps distribution
system. The inventory control point controls the input, availability, and disposal
of materiel. All the benefits and advantages of a highly centralised organization
are enjoyed.
The system possesses the all important ingredient of flexibility. It has the
aoillty to segment the inventory in the central computer record by purpose,
condition, project, and location. It controls the issue, pass, and jackorder
routines. It can produce status for the customer automatically, forecast demands,
compute stock levels, and attain requirements. It further allows the manager?
to identify requirements from initial planning to ultimate issue.
There is rapid transmission of transactions and data. There is also faster
updating of records resulting in faster response to
';
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Ths •jfllloii of MILSMP give* the means to speak the
within the Marine Corps, m well as with other servlcoe end federal
Accuracy and ttmoltneai of financial data ia assured. I cohniqaos are
provided for aaanttOTlim; funds to ensure that overcommitments and overoollgatlons
do sot occur. Audit trails are provided by ensuring that ualancec oomprlse a
control balance at a given date and that the total of transactions msy be traced
to an original source document. Methods wars dasigntrt to check balances,
reserve funds, restrict commitments and avoid duplicate transactions.
Ths system results in a considerable reduction in administrative I—simo
in ths procurement process. It hastens ths process from ths time ths rtenniul is
known until ths contract is awarded to a commercial supplier.
Warehousing and shipping operations are simplified through elimination of
ue^sars^wo^u^Vrg • ^w^wtiw^w^ s»e wwm* usjc.^y ^#s^^wa» m^aa^es^^e^ ^u*«a^ s#e» »»i^ws» smisi *vm
Initial spares, repair parts, special tools, test equipment, and
equipment required for initial support of new items tan procured and protected
from general issue, and are distributed on a mors timely oasis to appropriate
organisations. Materiel requirement* and financial asset! are collated into a
accurate determination of deficiencies by time-sequence.
I was also convinced through my research that MUMMS is an effective
information system. A supply msriagsment information subsystem
was assigned as a focal point for collectinguseful data from all of the suasystsms
and for collating it into meaningful reports for lussagniiant personnel. It
incorporates all ofthe processes and Droccdurenecessary to support a centralised
materiel masassnnis> spproscb. each subsystem design includes proosssas for
generating prescribed output to ths supply mmigomont information
All of this data is collected ins data bank from which it is retrieved for ii
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processing on schedule. The Initial subsystem design pinpointed the need fox
ripsrtlag la four areas as follows;:
1. MILSTHI1 Workload Analysis. rocesaes In this area are focused
on the Department of Defense reporting requirements prescribed in
ssftJVsW,
2. MILSTKAP Workload Analysis.- Processes In this area provide
workload information in all HI vP aspects of the distribution
3. Keadtness Heporttng and Control. recesses in this area are foe—ad
en maintaining central intelligence of the readiness posture of field
eotlrlttos.
4. financial and Management Analysis. rooeaees in this area arc
teemed on incorporationof financial data from the functional
into integrated financial reports.
Management reporting is veil coordinated and controlled
system. In each subsystem, management reports are designed I
Iafarm the manager h at all levels. Indications are that currant
information needs are being satisfied by the system.
The Marias Corps has taken a giant step forward by the design and
taantmiiimiiiii of MUMMS. It has looked to the future and has not allowed
modern technology to overrun it. Undoubtedly, being in a warlike situation
•pen implementation of the system, attributed to some of its rtsfleloneloa by
the ihweriiial rtomsnrta placed upon it. In the long run, however, the
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